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We consider the two point boundary value problem
yu0 x s l f u x ; 0 - x - 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
u9 0 s 0;Ž .
u9 1 q a u 1 s 0Ž . Ž .
2w xwhere l ) 0 and a ) 0 are parameters, and f g C 0, 1 . We discuss the existence
of nonnegative solutions for superlinear nonlinearities by developing a quadrature
Ž Ž . .method. We study the positone f 0 ) 0 case as well as the semipositone
Ž Ž . .f 0 - 0 case, and note a drastic difference in the respective bifurcation diagrams
for positive solutions. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the nonlinear boundary value problem
yu0 x s l f u x ; 0 - x - 1 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
u9 0 s 0; 1.2Ž . Ž .
u9 1 q a u 1 s 0 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
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2w xwhere l ) 0 and a ) 0 are parameters and f g C 0, 1 . For positone
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..problems, since f s ) 0 for s G 0, for the case a s 0 u9 0 s 0 s u9 1 ,
Ž . Ž .one can easily show that 1.1 ] 1.3 have no nonnegative solutions. For
Ž Ž . .semipositone problems f 0 - 0 , existence and multiplicity results have
w xbeen established for the case a s 0 in 6 . In this paper, we study
Ž . Ž .1.1 ] 1.3 for a ) 0 for the positone as well as the semipositone prob-
lems. We establish our existence results by building a quadrature method.
w xSee also 1]5 where quadrature methods have been used to study other
types of two point boundary value problems. We extend the quadrature
w x Ž . Ž .mehtod used in 6 for Neumann boundary conditions to 1.2 ] 1.3 with
a ) 0. Note that the quadrature method for a ) 0 does not generate an
explicit expression for describing the branches of solutions. But by analyz-
ing the implicit relationships, we prove our results. We establish the
Ž .existence of nonnegative solutions for the case a ) 0 and f 0 ) 0 in
Ž .Section 2, and for the case a ) 0 and f 0 - 0 in Section 3. One may
analyze these relationships further to study uniqueness and multiplicity
results.
Ž .2. EXISTENCE RESULTS WHEN f 0 ) 0
Throughout this section, we will assume the following:
f s ) 0 for s G 0, f 9 s G 0, f 0 s ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
sf sŽ .
lim s ‘, F s s f t dt.Ž . Ž .Hss“‘ 0
w xIt is easy to see that all nonnegative solutions are positive in 0, 1 . We will
Ž .now discuss the quadrature technique for this case. Assume that u x is a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .positive solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s r. Note that since f s ) 0 for
Ž . Ž xs G 0, u x is concave down and cannot have a critical point in 0, 1 . So
Ž .u x has precisely the form shown in Fig. 2.1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Multiplying 1.1 throughout by u9 x , we have yu0 x u9 x s
Ž Ž .. Ž .l f u x u9 x and integrating the above equation, we obtain
2u9 xŽ .
y s lF u x q C.Ž .Ž .
2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Since u 0 s r, C s ylF u 0 s ylF r and therefore
2u9 xŽ .





' 'u9 x s y 2l F r y F u x ; x g 0, 1 . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Integrating 2.2 on 0, x , we have
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, 1 . 2.3Ž . Ž .H
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
mŽ . Ž . Ž .Let u9 1 s ym where m ) 0. Then u 1 s g 0, r . Substituting x s 1a
Ž .in 2.3 , we obtain
r1 ds'l s 2.4Ž .H'2 'F r y F smra Ž . Ž .
Ž .and substituting x s 1 in 2.2 , we get
m'l s . 2.5Ž .' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Combining 2.4 and 2.5 , for such a solution to exist, there must exist an
m such that
r ds m
s . 2.6Ž .H ' 'F r y F s F r y F mramra Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We first investigate whether such an m exists.
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dsrŽ . Ž . Ž .For m g 0, ar , define G m s H . Then G 0 sm ra F r y F sŽ . Ž .'
ds y1r Ž . Ž .H ) 0, G ar s 0, and G9 m s . Hence,0 F r y F s a F r y F mraŽ . Ž .' ' Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a given a g 0, ‘ and r g 0, ‘ , G m is a decreasing function of m
mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .see Fig. 2.2 . Let H m s ; then H 0 s 0, H m “ ‘ as
F r y F mra' Ž . Ž .
m “ ar, and
2a F r y F mra q mf mraŽ . Ž . Ž .
H9 m s ) 0.Ž . 3r22a F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, for a given a g 0, ‘ and r g 0, ‘ , H m is an increasing
Ž . Ž . Ž .function of m see Fig. 2.2 . Thus, given a g 0, ‘ and r g 0, ‘ , clearly
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists a unique m s m* a , r g 0, ar such that G m* s H m* .
Now by back-tracking, we can prove the existence of a positive solution
Ž . Ž . Ž .u x to 1.1 ] 1.3 as described in Theorem 2.1
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Gi¤en a g 0, ‘ and r g 0, ‘ , there exists a unique
Ž . Ž .m s m* a , r g 0, ar such that
r ds m
sH ' 'F r y F s F r y F mramra Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for m s m*. Also, there exists a unique l s l r, m* gi¤en by either




m'l s ' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for which 1.1 ] 1.3 has a unique positi¤e solution u x as defined by
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, 1Ž .H
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .with u 0 s r and u9 1 s ym*.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. Gi¤en a g 0, ‘ , the bifurcation diagram l, r of the
Ž . Ž .positi¤e solutions of 1.1 ] 1.3 is described by either
r1 ds'l s H'2 'F r y F smra Ž . Ž .
or
m'l s ' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
for m s m*.
Ž . Ž . Ž . 'Since m* g 0, ar , we have 0 - l r, m* - s r where s r sŽ .
1 dsr Ž .H . Note that l s s r describes the bifurcation diagram0'2 F r y F sŽ . Ž .'
of positive solutions of the boundary value problem
yu0 x s l f u x ; 0 - x - 1 y1 - x - 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
u9 0 s 0 s u 1 u y1 s 0 su 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .
f sŽ . Ž .Since lim s ‘ it follows that lim s r s 0. Hence, givens“‘ r “‘s
Ž .l ) 0 and a g 0, ‘ , our result on the existence of a positive solution for
Ž . Žthe positone case is described via the l, r bifurcation diagram see Fig.
.2.3 and Theorem 2.3.
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Gi¤en l g 0, l r, m* and a g 0, ‘ , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e
at least one positi¤e solution with no interior critical points.
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FIGURE 2.3
Ž .3. EXISTENCE RESULTS WHEN f 0 - 0
Throughout this section we will assume the following: ’ b , u ) 0 such
f sŽ .Ž . w . Ž . Ž . Ž .that f s - 0 on 0, b , f b s 0, f 9 s G 0, f 0 s ) 0, lim s ‘,s“‘ s
Ž . Ž . s Ž .and F u s 0 where F s s H f t dt.0
Here also we will characterize our nonnegative solutions by the value of
the solution at x s 0, which we again denote by r. Recall that in the
positone case for each given r ) 0 there exist a unique l for which a
Ž xpositive solution exists with no critical points in 0, 1 . Further, no solution
Ž xwith critical points in 0, 1 exists for any l. However, for the semipositone
case, this is not always the case. It follows that given n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , there
w x Ž .exist ranges of r g 0, u depending on n where there are exactly two
FIGURE 3.1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .values of l, say, l r, n and l r, n for which 1.1 ] 1.3 have nonnega-1 2
tive solutions with n interior critical points. We denote these solutions by
Ž . Ž .u r, l , a and u r, l , a respectively. Further, there are values ofn, 1 1 n, 2 2
Ž . w xr g 0, u for which such a value of l is unique, and ranges of r g 0, u
for which such a solution will not exist for any l.
 4 Ž .We will also see that if r f 0, u then necessarily u9 1 - 0, while if
 4 Ž .r g 0, u then for each n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , there exists a solution with u9 1
Ž .- 0 at l s l and a second solution with u9 1 s 0 at l s l .1 2
Ž . Ž .Now, for r ) u , one cannot find a l for which 1.1 ] 1.3 have positive
solutions with interior critical points. However, for r ) u , one can find a
Ž . Ž . Ž .unique l s l r such that 1.1 ] 1.3 have a positive solution with no1
Ž .interior critical point, which we will denote by u r, l , a .0, 1 1
In Section 3.1 we will discuss the case when r ) u . In Section 3.2 we
Ž .discuss the case when r g b , u . In Section 3.3 we will study the case
Ž .when r g 0, b . In Section 3.4 we will discuss the case when r s u and
r s 0. Finally, in Section 3.5 we will provide a bifurcation diagram describ-
ing our results.
3.1. Existence Results when r ) u
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u x be a nonnegative solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s r g u , ‘ .
Since r ) b and f ) 0 for u ) b , u must be initially concave down.
Ž . Ž .Further, there does not exist 0 F r - r such that F r s F r . Therefore
Ž . Ž x w Ž . xu x cannot have an interior critical point in 0, 1 by 3.1.1 below and so
the solution must be of the form as in Fig. 3.2. Again we notice that all
w xnonnegative solutions are positive in 0, 1 .
FIGURE 3.2
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Then building a quadrature method as was done in section 2, we get
2u9 xŽ .
y s l F u x y F r ; x g 0, 1 3.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
and
' 'u9 x s y 2l F r y F u x ; x g 0, 1 . 3.1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.1.2 on 0, x , we have
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, 1 . 3.1.3Ž . Ž .H
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u9 1 s ym where m ) 0. Then u 1 s mra g 0, r . Substituting
Ž .x s 1 in 3.1.3 , we obtain
r1 ds'l s 3.1.4Ž .H'2 'F r y F smra Ž . Ž .
Ž .and substituting x s 1 in 3.1.2 , we get
m'l s . 3.1.5Ž .' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 , for such a solution to exist, there must exist
an m such that
r ds m
s . 3.1.6Ž .H ' 'F r y F s F r y F mramra Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We now investigate whether such an m exists.
Ž .Given r g u , ‘ , if we define
r ds m
G m s and H m s ,Ž . Ž .H ' 'F r y F s F r y F mramra Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .then G m is a decreasing function of m. Further, H 0 s 0, H m “ ‘
as m “ ar and
2a F r y F mra q mf mraŽ . Ž . Ž .
H9 m s .Ž . 3r22a F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that H9 m ) 0 for m G ab. For m g 0, ab , define k m s
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2a F r y F mra q mf mra . Then k 0 s 2aF r ) 0, k9 m s
mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .yf mra q f 9 mra ) 0 since f s - 0 on 0, b and f 9 s G 0. Thus,a
Ž . Ž . Ž .k m ) 0 on 0, ab and hence H m is an increasing function of m. Thus
Ž . Ž .G m and H m has the shape as described in Fig. 3.3. Therefore there
U U Ž . Ž U . Ž U .exists a unique m s m a , r such that G m s H m .0, 1 0, 1 0, 1 0, 1
Now by back-tracking, one can prove the existence of positive solution
Ž . Ž .to 1.1 ] 1.3 as described in Theorem 3.1.1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1.1. Gi¤en a g 0, ‘ and r g u , ‘ , there exists a unique
U U Ž .m s m a , r such that0, 1 0, 1
r ds m
sH ' 'F r y F s F r y F mramra Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
U Ž U .for m s m . Also, there exists a unique l s l r, m gi¤en by either0, 1 0, 1 0, 1
r1 ds'l s H'2 'F r y F smra Ž . Ž .
or
m'l s ' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for which 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e a unique positi¤e solution u x as defined by
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, 1Ž .H
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Uwith u 0 s r and u9 1 s ym .0, 1
FIGURE 3.3
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Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.1.2. Gi¤en a g 0, ‘ , the bifurcation diagram l, r of
Ž . Ž . Ž .the positi¤e solutions of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s r ) u is described by either
r1 ds'l s H'2 'F r y F smra Ž . Ž .
or
m'l s ' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
for m s mU .0, 1
U Ž . Ž U . Ž .Since m g 0, ar , we have 0 - l r, m - s r where l s0, 1 0, 1 0, 1
1 dsr's r s H describes the bifurcation diagram of positiveŽ . 0'2 F s y F s' Ž . Ž .
solutions of the problem
yu0 u s l f u x ; 0 - x - 1 y1 - x - 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
u9 0 s 0 s u 1 u y1 s 0 su 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .
w .3.2. Existence Results when r g b , u
Ž . Ž .We first note that there cannot be a nonnegative solution of 1.1 ] 1.3
Ž .with u 0 s b for any l. This follows from the fact that the unique
solution of
yu0 x s l f u x ; 0 - x - 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
u9 0 s 0, u 0 s bŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .is u x ’ b since f b s 0 while u x ’ b does not satisfy 1.3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now assume that u x is a positive solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s r
Ž . Ž .g b , u . Since r ) b , u must be initially concave down. Also by 1.3 and
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .the fact that r s u , we must have u9 1 s ya u 1 - 0. For if u 1 s 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .then u9 1 s 0 and hence by 3.2.1. below we get F r s F 0 s 0,
Ž . .which is a contradiction to the fact that F r / 0. Thus u must have
either none or an even number of critical points.
Now, in general we consider a solution with 2n interior critical points
Ž . Ž .where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . see Fig. 3.4 . Note that since 1.1 is autonomous,
Ž . Ž .every solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 is symmetric about each of its critical points.
w x w xTherefore it is enough to study solutions between 0, x and 2nx , 1 ,0 0
Ž . Ž .where x is the first interior critical point. Let u 0 s u 2 x s ??? s0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .u 2nx s r g b , u . Let r g 0, b be the unique number such that0




Ž . Ž . Ž .s r. Thus we see that a nonnegative solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s
Ž .r g b , u and 2n interior critical points, where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , is positive
w xin 0, 1 .
Building a quadrature method as before we see that
2u9 xŽ .
y s l F u x y F r ; x g 0, 1 3.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
which gives
' 'u9 x s y 2l F r y F u x ; x g 0, x 3.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
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and
' 'u9 x s y 2l F r y F u x ; x g 2nx , 1 . 3.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 on 0, x and 2nx , 1 respectively, we get0
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, x 3.2.4Ž . Ž .H 0
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
and
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2nx , 1 . 3.2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0
Ž . 'F r y F su x Ž . Ž .
mŽ . Ž . Ž .Let u9 1 s ym where m ) 0. Then u 1 s g r, r . Substitutinga
Ž . Ž .x s x in 3.2.4 and x s 2nx in 3.2.5 and solving the resulting equa-0 0
tions we get
r 'H dsr F r y F sŽ . Ž .ž /r
x s0 r m ra' '2nH dsr F r y F s q H dsr F r y F sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /r r
3.2.6Ž .
and
r r2n ds 1 ds'l s q . 3.2.7Ž .H H' '2 2' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Further, substituting x s in 3.2.3 , we get
m'l s . 3.2.8Ž .' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 , for such a solution to exist, there must exist
an m such that
r rds ds m
2n q s .H H' ' 'F r y F s F r y F s F r y F mrar mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
3.2.9Ž .
We now investigate, as before, if such an m exists.
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Ž .For m g a r, ar , define
r rds ds
G m s q 2n andŽ . H H' 'F r y F s F r y F smra rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
m
H m s .Ž . 'F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then G m is a decreasing function of m. Now H m “ ‘ as m “ a r,
ar and
2a F r y F mra q mf mraŽ . Ž . Ž .
H9 m s .Ž . 3r22a F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then H9 m ) 0 for m G ab. For m g a r, ab define h m s
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž2a F r y F mra q mf mra . Then h a r s a rf r - 0 since
. Ž . w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .r - b , h ab s 2a F r y F b ) 0 and h9 m s yf mra q
m Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f 9 mra ) 0 since f s - 0 on r, b and f 9 s G 0. Thus there exists aa
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .unique c g a r, ab such that h c s 0. Thus H m and G m have one
Ž .of the forms described in Fig. 3.6. Now, to investigate whether H m and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G m intersect, we define L m s H m y G m see Fig. 3.7 . That is,
rm ds
L m s yŽ . H' 'F r y F mra F r y F smraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
r ds
y 2n .H 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then L m “ ‘ as m “ a r, ar and
2 a q 1 F r y F mra q mf mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
L9 m s .Ž . 3r22a F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . w . Ž .It is easy to see that L9 m ) 0 on ab , ar . For m g a r, ab define
Ž . Ž .w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž .k m s 2 a q 1 F r y F mra q mf mra . Then k a r s a rf r -
Ž . Ž . Ž .w Ž . Ž .x Ž .0 since r - b , k ab s 2 a q 1 F r y F b ) 0, and k9 m s
a q 2 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .yf mra q mra f 9 mra ) 0. Thus there exists a unique c ga
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a r, ab such that k c s 0, i.e., L9 c s 0. Note that 1.1 ] 1.3 have no





c cŽ .y f . SoŽ .2 a q 1 a
rc ds
L c s yŽ . H' 'F r y F cra F r y F scraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
r ds
y 2nH 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
s yH( yf craŽ . 'F r y F scra Ž . Ž .
r ds
y 2n .H 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since c g a r, ab , we have
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
y 2n q 1Ž .H( yf craŽ . 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
F L cŽ .
r r2c a q 1 ds dsŽ .
F y y 2n .H H( yf craŽ . ' 'F r y F s F r y F sb rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
3.2.10Ž .
Ž .Using the right inequality of 3.2.10 we see that
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
L c F y 2n q 1Ž . Ž .H( yf craŽ . 'F r y F sb Ž . Ž .
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
F y 2n q 1Ž .H( yf craŽ . 'F r y F bb Ž . Ž .
2c a q 1 2n q 1 r y bŽ . Ž . Ž .
F y .( yf craŽ . 'F r y F bŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . yWe see that as r “ u , r “ 0, and k a r s a rf r “ 0 and so c “ 0.
2n q 1 u y bŽ .Ž .Ž .Thus lim L c G y - 0. Similarly, using the left in-r “ u y F b' Ž .
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Ž .equality of 3.2.10 we get
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
L c G y 2n q 1 .Ž . Ž .H( yf craŽ . 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
Ž .But as r “ b , r “ b and c “ ab. Thus lim L c s ‘. Hence we seer “ b
Ž . Ž .that L c - 0 for r close to u and L c ) 0 for r close to b. Therefore,
Ž . Ž U . Ž Ž ..there exists an a* g b , u such that for each r g a , u , L c r - 0.n n
Ž U . U Ž Ž . .Therefore, for each r g a , u , there exists m g c r , ar andn 2 n, 1
U Ž Ž .. Ž U . Ž U . Um g a r, c r such that L m s 0 s L m . For r s a we2 n, 2 2 n, 1 2 n, 2 n
Ž Ž U .. U Ž .have L c a s 0 and so there exists a unique m g a r, ar suchn 2 n, 1
Ž U . U Ž U xthat L m s 0. Further there exists b g b , a such that for r g2 n, 1 n n
w U . Ž . U Ub , b there are no m's such that L m s 0. Note also that a ) an n nq1
for each n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Now, by back-tracking one can prove the existence of such solutions of
Ž . Ž .1.1 ] 1.3 as described in the Theorem 3.2.1 below.
Ž . U UTHEOREM 3.2.1. Let n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , a g 0, ‘ and let m , m ,2 n, 1 2 n, 2
aU , bU be as described abo¤e.n n
Ž . Ž U . Ž . Ž .A Then for r g a , u 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e exactly two solutions u ,n 2 n, i
Ž U .i s 1, 2 with 2n interior critical points at l s l r, m , i s 1, 2 respec-2 n, i 2 n, i
Ž U .ti¤ely. Here l r, m , i s 1, 2 are gi¤en by2 n, i 2 n, 1
r r2n ds 1 ds'l s qH H' '2 2' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
or
m'l s .' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
The corresponding solutions are defined by
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, x ,Ž .H 0
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2nx , 1Ž . Ž .H 0
Ž . 'F r y F su x Ž . Ž .
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Ž U .where x s x r, m is gi¤en by0 0 2 n, i
r 'H dsr F r y F sŽ . Ž .ž /r
x s .0 r m ra' '2nH dsr F r y F s q H dsr F r y F sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /r r
Ž U . Ž U .Further, l r, m - l r, m .2 n, 1 2 n, 1 2 n, 2 2 n, 2
Ž . U Ž . Ž .B For r s a , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e exactly one solution u with 2nn 2 n, 1
Ž U U .interior critical points at l s l a , m where l and u are as2 n, 1 n 2 n, 1 2 n, 1 2 n, 1
Ž .defined in A .
Ž . w U . Ž . Ž .C For r g b , b , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e no solution with 2n interiorn
critical points for any l.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.2.2. Gi¤en a g 0, ‘ , the bifurcation diagram l, r of
Ž . Ž . Ž .positi¤e solutions with 2n interior critical point of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s r g
w .b , u is described by
r r2n ds 1 ds'l s qH H' '2 2' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
or
m'l s ' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
for m s mU and m s mU .2 n, 1 2 n, 2
Ž .3.3. Existence Results when r g 0, b
Ž . Ž .First we note that if u is a nonnegative solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .u 0 s r g 0, b , u must have at least one critical point since u9 1 - 0 .
In fact, u must have an odd number of interior critical points.
In general, we consider a nonnegative solution with 2n q 1, n s
Ž . Ž .0, 1, 2, . . . interior critical points see Fig. 3.8 . Again, since 1.1 is au-
w x wŽ . xtonomous, it is enough to study a solution in 0, x and 2n q 1 x , 11 1
Ž . Ž .where x is the first interior critical point of u. Suppose u 0 s u 2 x s1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .??? s u 2nx s r g 0, b . Let r g b , u be such that F r s F r .1
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .Then u x s u 3 x s ??? s u 2n q 1 x s r. In this case also, all non-1 1 1
w xnegative solutions are positive in 0, 1 .
Building a quadrature method as before, we see that
2u9 xŽ .





' 'u9 x s 2l F r y F u x ; x g 0, x 3.3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
and
' 'u9 x s y 2l F r y F u x ; x g 2n q 1 x , 1 . 3.3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .Integrating 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 on 0, x and 2n q 1 x , 1 , respectively,1 1
we get
dsŽ .u x 's 2l x ; x g 0, x 3.3.4Ž . Ž .H 1
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
and
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2n q 1 x , 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1
Ž . 'F r y F su x Ž . Ž .
3.3.5Ž .
mŽ . Ž . Ž .Let u9 1 s ym where m ) 0. Then u 1 s g r, r . Substituting x sa
Ž . Ž . Ž .x in 3.3.4 and x s 2n q 1 x in 3.3.5 and solving the resulting1 1
equations we get
r 'H dsr F r y F xŽ . Ž .ž /r




r r2n q 1 ds 1 dsŽ .'l s q .H H' '2 2' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
3.3.7Ž .
Ž .Further, substituting x s 1 in 3.3.3 , we get
m'l s . 3.3.8Ž .'F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.3.7 and 3.3.8 , for such a solution to exist, there must exist
an m such that
r rds ds
2n q 1 qŽ .H H' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
m
s . 3.3.9Ž .'F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
We now investigate, as before, if such an m exists.
Ž .For m g ar, a r , define
r rds ds
G m s q 2n q 1 andŽ . Ž .H H' 'F r y F s F r y F smra rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
m
H m s .Ž . 'F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Then following the similar argument as in Section 3.2 one can see that
Ž . Ž . Ž .G m and H m have the form as in Fig. 3.4 with r and r interchanged .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To investigate whether G m and H m intersect, we define P m s
Ž . Ž .H m y G m . That is,
rm ds
P m s yŽ . H' 'F r y F mra F r y F smraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
r ds
y 2n q 1Ž .H 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .for m g ar, a r . Then P m “ ‘ as m “ ar, a r and
2 a q 1 F r y F mra q mf mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
P9 m s s L9 m .Ž . Ž .3r22a F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
Using a similar argument as in Section 3.2, one can see that there exists a
Ž . Ž . Ž .unique c g ar, ab such that P9 c s 0 s L9 c . Now
rc ds
P c s qŽ . H' 'F r y F cra F r y F scraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
r ds
y 2n q 1 .Ž .H 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since c g ar, ab , we have
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
y 2n q 1Ž .H( yf craŽ . 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
r2c a q 1 dsŽ .
F P c F yŽ . H( yf craŽ . 'F r y F sb Ž . Ž .
r ds
y 2n q 1 .Ž .H 'F r y F sr Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .As before, we can show that lim P m s lim P m - 0 andr “ 0 r “ u
Ž . Ž . Ž .lim P m s lim P m s ‘. Therefore there exists an a g 0, bÄr “ b r “ b n
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .such that for each r g 0, a , P c r - 0. Thus for each r g 0, a ,Ä Än n
U U Ž . Ž Ž . . Uthere exists m s m a , r g c r , a r and m s2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1 2 ny1, 2
U Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž U . Ž U .m a , r g ar, c r such that P m s 0 s P m . For2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 2
Ž Ž .. Ur s a , we have L c a s 0 and so there exists a unique m gÄ Än n 2 nq1, 1
U ÄŽ . Ž . w .ar, a r such that P m s 0. Further, there exists b g a , bÄ2 nq1, 1 n n
ÄŽ . Ž .such that for r g b , b there are no m's such that P m s 0. Note againn
that a - a for each n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .Ä Än nq1
Now, by back-tracking one can prove the existence of such solutions of
Ž . Ž .1.1 ] 1.3 as described in Theorem 3.3.1 below.
Ž . U UTHEOREM 3.3.1. Let n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , a g 0, ‘ and let m , m ,2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 2
Äa , b be as described abo¤e.Än n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A Then for r g 0, a 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e exactly two solutions u ,Än 2 nq1, i
Ž U .i s 1, 2 with 2n q 1 interior critical points at l s l r, m , i s2 nq1, i 2 nq1, i
Ž U .1, 2 respecti¤ely. Here l r, m , i s 1, 2 are gi¤en by2 n, i 2 n, i
r r2n q 1 ds 1 ds'l s qH H' '2 2' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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or
m'l s .' '2 F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
The corresponding solutions are defined by
dsŽ .u x 's 2l x ; x g 0, xŽ .H 1
Ž . 'F r y F su 0 Ž . Ž .
and
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2n q 1 x , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1
Ž . 'F r y F su x Ž . Ž .
Ž U .where x s x r, m is gi¤en by1 1 2 nq1, i
r 'H dsr F r yF sŽ . Ž .ž /r
x s .1 r m ra' '2nq1 H dsr F r yF s yH dsr F r yF sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /r r
Ž U . Ž U .Further, l r, m - l r, m .2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 2 2 nq1, 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .B For r s a , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e exactly one solution u withÄn 2 nq1, 1
Ž U .2n q 1 interior critical points at l s l a , m where l andÄ2 nq1, 1 n 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1
Ž .u are as defined in A .2 nq1, 1
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .C For r g b , b , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e no solution with 2n q 1 interiorn
critical points for any l.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.2.2. Gi¤en a g 0, ‘ , the bifurcation diagram l, r of
Ž . Ž .positi¤e solutions with 2n q 1 interior critical points of 1.1 ] 1.3 with
Ž . Ž .u 0 s pe 0, b is described by
r r2n q 1 ds 1 ds'l s qH H' '2 2' 'F r y F s F r y F sr mraŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
or
m'l s 'F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
for m s mU and m s mU .2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 2
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3.4. Existence Results when r s u and r s 0
First we will study the case r s u . Let u be a nonnegatiive solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s u . Since u 0 s u ) b , u is initially concave down.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that if u 1 s 0 then u9 1 s 0 and if u 1 / 0 and then u9 1 s
ym - 0. Hence u can have either none or an even number of interior
critical points.
Ž .We will first discuss the case when u9 1 s ym - 0 with 2n interior
Ž . Ž .critical points, where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . Fig. 3.9a . Since 1.1 is autonomous,
w xas in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, it is enough to study the solution in 0, x and0
w x Ž . Ž .2nx , 1 where x is the first interior critical point of u. Let u 0 s u 2 x0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .s ??? s u 2nx s u . Then u x s u 3 x s ??? s u 2n y 1 x s 0.0 0 0 0
Again building a quadrature method, we see that
2u9 xŽ .





'u9 x s y 2lF u x ; x g 0, x 3.4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
and
'u9 x s y 2lF u x ; x g 2nx , 1 . 3.4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 on 0, x and 2nx , 1 , respectively, we get0 0
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, x 3.4.4Ž . Ž .H 0
Ž . 'y F su 0 Ž .
and
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2nx , 1 . 3.4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0
Ž . 'y F su x Ž .
mŽ . Ž . Ž .Let u9 1 s ym where m ) 0. Then u 1 s g 0, u . Substituting x sa
Ž . Ž .x in 3.4.4 and x s 2nx in 3.4.5 and solving the resulting equations we0 0
get
0 'H dsr y F sŽ .ž /u
x s 3.4.6Ž .0 0 m ra' '2nH dsr y F s q H dsr y F sŽ . Ž .ž / ž /u u
and
2n ds 1 dsu u'l s q . 3.4.7Ž .H H' '2 2' 'y F s y F s0 mraŽ . Ž .
Ž .Further, substituting x s 1 in 3.4.3 , we get
m'l s . 3.4.8Ž .' '2 y F mraŽ .
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 , for such a solution to exist, there must exist
an m such that
ds ds mu u
2n q s . 3.4.9Ž .H H' ' 'y F s y F s y F mra0 mraŽ . Ž . Ž .
We now investigate, as before, if such an m exists.
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Ž .For m g 0, au , define
ds dsu u
G m s q 2n andŽ . H H' 'y F s y F smra 0Ž . Ž .
m
H m s .Ž . ' '2 y F mraŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then G m is a decreasing function of m. Now H 0 s 0, H m “ ‘ as
m “ au and
2a yF mra q mf mraŽ . Ž .
H9 m s .Ž . 3r22a yF mraŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then H9 m ) 0 for m G ab. For m g 0, ab define h m s
w Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y2a F mra q mf mra . Then h 0 s 0 and h ab s y2aF b ) 0
mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and h9 m s yf mra q ) 0 since f s - 0 on 0, b and f 9 2 G 0.a
Ž . Ž Ž .Thus H m is an increasing function of m see Fig. 3.10 and hence there
U U Ž . Ž . Ž U .exists a unique m s m a , u g 0, au such that G m s2 n, 1 2 n, 1 2 n, 1
Ž U .H m .2 n, 1
Now, by back-tracking one can prove the existence of nonnegative
Ž . Ž .solutions with 2n, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . interior critical points of 1.1 ] 1.3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Udefined by 3.4.4 ] 3.4.6 with u 0 s u , u9 1 s ym at l s2 n, 1
Ž U . Ž . Ž Ž ..l u , m given by 3.4.7 or 3.4.8 .2 n, 1 2 n, 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .We next discuss a solution satisfying u 0 s u and u 1 s u9 1 s 0 with
Ž .2n interior critical points, where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . see Fig. 3.9b . Here




yu0 x s l f u x ; x g 0, x or yx , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
u9 0 s 0 s u x or u yx s 0 s u x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
Here the quadrature method yields explicit relationships and it follows
easily that such a solution defined by
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, x 3.4.10Ž . Ž .H 0'y F s0 Ž .
Ž .exists at l s l u , 0 , where2 n, 2
2n q 1 dsu
l u , 0 s . 3.4.11' Ž . Ž .H2 n , 2 '2 'y F s0 Ž .
Now we summarize the above information on solutions with 2n, n s
0, 1, 2, . . . interior critical points in the following theorem.
Ž . Ž . UTHEOREM 3.4.1 a . Let n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , a g 0, ‘ and let m be as2 n, 1
Ž . Ž .described abo¤e. For r s u , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e exactly two nonnegati¤e solu-
Ž U .tions u , i s 1, 2 with 2n interior critical points at l s l u , m and2 n, i 2 n, 1 2 n, 1
Ž . Ž U .l s l u , 0 , respecti¤ely. Here l u , m is gi¤en by2 n, 2 2 n, 1 2 n, 1
2n ds 1 dsu u'l s qH H' '2 2' 'y F s y F s0 mraŽ . Ž .
or
m'l s .' '2 y F mraŽ .
The corresponding solution is gi¤en by
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, x ,Ž .H 0
Ž . 'y F su 0 Ž .
Ž .u 1 ds 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2nx , 1Ž . Ž .0H 'y F sŽ .Ž .u x
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Ž U .where x s x r, m is gi¤en by0 0 2 n, 1
0 'H dsr y F sŽ .ž /u
x s .0 0 m ra' '2nH dsr y F s q H dsr y F sŽ . Ž .ž / ž /u u
Ž .Also l u , 0 is gi¤en by2 n, 2
2n q 1 ds0
l u , 0 s' Ž . H2 n , 2 '2 'y F su Ž .
and the corresponding solution is defined by
dsŽ .u x 's y 2l x ; x g 0, xŽ .H 0'y F s0 Ž .
Ž . Ž U . Ž .where x s 1r 2n q 1 . Further note that l u , m - l u , 0 -0 2 n, 1 2 n, 1 2 n, 2
Ž U .l u ,m .2Ž nq1., 1 2Žnq1., 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now suppose u is a nonnegative solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with u 0 s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that if u 1 s 0, u9 1 s 0 and if u9 1 / 0 the u9 1 - 0. Thus u
must have an odd number of interior critical points in either case. Hence
the solutions are of forms as described in Fig. 3.11. We will first discuss the
Ž .case when u9 1 s ym - 0 with 2n q 1 interior critical points, where
Ž . Ž . Ž .n s 0, 1, 2, . . . see Fig. 3.11a . Since u9 1 s ym - 0, u 1 s mra. Note
that in order to study a nonnegative solution with 2n q 1 interior critical
points, due to the symmetry it is enough to study the solution in the
w x wŽ . xintervals 0, x and 2n q 1 x , 1 , where x is the first interior critical1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .point of u. Suppose u 0 s u 2 x s u 4 x s ??? s u 2nx s 0. Then1 1 1
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .u x s u 3 x s ??? s u 2n q 1 x s u .1 1 1
Building a quadrature method as before, we get
2u9 xŽ .
y s l F u x ; x g 0, 1 3.4.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
which gives
' 'u9 x s 2l y F u x ; x g 0, x 3.4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
and
' 'u9 x s y 2l y F u x ; x g 2n q 1 x , 1 . 3.4.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1
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FIGURE 3.11
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .Integrating 3.4.13 and 3.4.14 on 0, x and 2n q 1 x , 1 , respectively,1 1
we get
dsŽ .u x 's 2l x ; x g 0, x 3.4.15Ž . Ž .H 1
Ž . 'y F su 0 Ž .
and
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2n q 1 x , 1 . 3.4.16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1
Ž . 'y F su x Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting x s x in 3.4.15 and x s 2n q 1 x in 3.4.16 and solving1 1
the resulting equations we get
u 'H dsr y F sŽ .ž /0
x s 3.4.17Ž .1 u m ra' '2n q 1 H dsr y F s y H dsr y F sŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 u
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and
2n q 1 ds 1 dsu u'l s q . 3.4.18Ž .H H' '2 2' 'y F s y F s0 mraŽ . Ž .
Ž .Further, substituting x s 1 in 3.4.14 , we get
m'l s . 3.4.19Ž .' '2 y F mraŽ .
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.4.18 and 3.4.19 , for such a solution to exist, there must
exist an m such that
ds ds mu u
2n q 1 q s . 3.4.20Ž . Ž .H H' ' 'y F s y F s y F mra0 mraŽ . Ž . Ž .
We will investigate again, if such m exist.
Ž .For m g 0, au , define
ds dsu uÄG m s q 2n q 1 andŽ . Ž .H H' 'F r y F s y F smra 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
m
H m s .Ž . 'F r y F mraŽ . Ž .
ÄŽ . Ž .Then it is easy to see that G m is a decreasing function of m and H m is
Ž . Ž .an increasing function of m where H m “ 0 as m “ 0, H m “ ‘ as
m “ au . Then following a similar argument as in the case r s u one can
U Ä UŽ .prove that there exists a unique m such that G m s2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1
Ž U .H m .2 nq1, 1
By back-tracking, one can prove the existence of nonnegative solutions
Ž . Ž .with 2n q 1, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . interior critical points of 1.1 ] 1.3 defined by
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . U3.4.15 ] 3.4.17 satisfying u 0 s 0, u9 1 s ym at l s l2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1
Ž U . Ž . Ž Ž ..0, m given by 3.4.18 or 3.4.19 .2 nq1, 1
Ž . Ž .We now discuss a nonnegative solution satisfying u 0 s 0 s u9 1 with
Ž .2n q 1 interior critical points, where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . see Fig. 3.11b . Here
1x s and the problem is equivalent to studying a nonnegativeŽ .1 2 n q 1
solution to
yu0 x s l f u x ; x g 0, x or 0, 2 xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1
u 0 s 0 s u9 x or u 0 s 0 s u 2 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
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Again by the quadrature method, it easily follows that such a solution
defined by
dsŽ .u x ' w xs 2l x ; x g 0, x , 3.4.21Ž .H 1'y F s0 Ž .
Ž .exists at l s l 0, 0 where2 nq1, 2
2 n q 1 dsŽ . u
l 0, 0 s . 3.4.22' Ž . Ž .H2 nq1, 2 '2 'y F s0 Ž .
We now summarize the above information on nonnegative solutions satis-
Ž .fying u 0 s 0 with 2n q 1 interior critical points, where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . in
the following theorem.
Ž . Ž . UTHEOREM 3.4.1 b . Let n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , a g 0, ‘ and let m be as2 nq1, 1
Ž . Ž .described abo¤e. For r s 0, 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e exactly two nonnegati¤e
solutions u , i s 1, 2 with 2n q 1 interior critical points at l s2 nq1, i
Ž U . Ž .l 0, m and l s l 0, 0 , respecti¤ely. Here2 nq 1, 1 2 nq 1, 1 2 nq 1, 2
Ž U .l 0, m is gi¤en by2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1
2n q 1 ds 1 dsu u'l s qH H' '2 2' 'y F s y F s0 mraŽ . Ž .
or
m'l s .' '2 y F mraŽ .
The corresponding solution is gi¤en by
dsŽ .u x 's 2l x ; x g 0, xŽ .H 1
Ž . 'y F su 0 Ž .
and
dsŽ .u 1 's y 2l 1 y x ; x g 2n q 1 x , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1
Ž . 'y F su x Ž .
Ž U .where x s x m is gi¤en by1 1 2 nq1, 1
u 'H dsr y F sŽ .ž /0
x s .1 u m ra' '2n q 1 H dsr y F s y H dsr y F sŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /0 u
Ž .Also l 0, 0 is gi¤en by2 nq1, 2
2 n q 1 dsŽ . u
l 0, 0 s' Ž . H2 nq1, 2 '2 'y F s0 Ž .
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and the corresponding solution is defined by
dsŽ .u x ' w xs 2l x ; x g 0, xH 1'y F s0 Ž .
1 UŽ . Ž .where x s . Further note that l 0, m - l 0, 0 -Ž .1 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 22 n q 1
Ž U .l 0, m .2Ž nq1.q1, 1 2Žnq1.q1, 1
Remark. Here we note that
l u , 0 - l 0, mU andŽ . Ž .2 n , 2 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1
l 0, mU - l u , mU .Ž . Ž .2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1 2Žnq1. , 1 2Žnq1. , 1
Ž .3.5. l, r Bifurcation Diagram
Ž .In this section, given l ) 0 and a g 0, ‘ , we summarize our results on
the existence of nonnegative solution for the semipositone case via the
Ž . Ž .l, r bifurcation diagram Fig. 3.12 and Theorem 3.5.1.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.5.1. A Gi¤en l g 0, l u , 0 and a g 0, ‘ , 1.1 ] 1.30, 2
ha¤e at least one nonnegati¤e solution with no interior critical points.
Ž . Ž Ž U . Ž U ..B Gi¤en n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , l g l r, m , l r, m and2 n, 1 2 n, 1 2 n, 2 2 n, 2




Ž . Ž Ž U . ŽC Gi¤en n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , l g l r, m ,l r,2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 1 2 nq1, 2
U .. Ž . Ž . Ž .m and a g 0, ‘ , 1.1 ] 1.3 ha¤e at least one nonnegati¤e solution2 nq1, 2
with 2n q 1 interior critical points.
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